Real-Time Monitoring of Growing Nanoparticles
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One challenge in the production of nanometer-sized objects with given properties is to control their growth at a macroscopic scale in situ and in real time. A dedicated ultrahigh-vacuum grazing-incidence small-angle x-ray scattering setup has been developed, yielding high sensitivity and dynamics. Its capabilities to derive the average particle shape and size and the film growth mode and ordering and to probe both surfaces and buried interfaces are illustrated for two prototypical cases: the model catalyst Pd/MgO(100) and the self-organized Co/Au(111) system. A wide range of technologically important systems can potentially be investigated in various gaseous environments.

Nanometer-sized islands that are grown on substrates display new properties that are of interest for both basic and applied research. These islands include model catalysts made of supported metallic particles whose reactivity and selectivity can be adapted to given needs (1–3), single-domain magnetic particles that show original optoelectronic properties [for a review, see (4)], and coherently strained semiconductor aggregates, the so-called “quantum dots,” that exhibit remarkable optical and electronic properties. The principles behind GISAXS are shown in Fig. 1. A narrow and well-collimated incident x-ray beam is directed toward the surface at a grazing angle of close to the critical angle for total external reflection, and is scattered by nanometer-sized heterogeneities of the electron density, such as islands. To first order (10), the GISAXS intensity is proportional to the form factor times the interference function of the incident x-ray beam (figs. S1 to S3). The scattered intensity is measured on a 2D charge-coupled device detector placed perpendicular to the incident beam. Double focusing of the monochromatic beam yielded very large intensity dynamics (about a few tens of thousands). GISAXS measurements for equivalent thickness of the thickness of a hypothetical 2D layer of the same amount of deposited material) as low as 0.01 nm could be performed within a few seconds. At higher coverage, patterns could be recorded in a few tenths or hundredths of a second, so that the growth could be shown as a movie in real time (11) (movie S1).

The determination of growth laws requires simultaneous knowledge of the particle profile and of the average values of the particle size and distances, which means direct observations during growth. During the growth (Fig. 2A) of Pd films (from 0.1 nm to 2.8 nm thick) deposited at 650 K on MgO(001) (11), the shrinkage of the scattered intensity toward the origin of the reciprocal space with increasing film thickness revealed continuous island growth in all real-space directions (Fig. 2B). This is expected for a pro-

**Fig. 1.** The principles behind GISAXS. k1 and k2 are the incident and scattered wave vectors, respectively, yielding the momentum transfer (i.e., the reciprocal space vector) q = k2 – k1. The angles α1, α2, α3, and 2θ are related to the components of the momentum transfer, either parallel (q1 and q2) or perpendicular (q3) to the sample surface, by the equations q1 = |k1|sin 2θ cos α1 = |k1|sin 2θ cos α2 = |k1|sin 2θ cos α3 = |k1|sin 2θ cos α4. Close to the origin in reciprocal space because they are small, the in-plane and out-of-plane scattering angles, 2θ and α, scale with the components q1 and q2 of q. The sample can be rotated around its surface normal by an α rotation, which defines the orientation of the incident x-ray beam with respect to the in-plane crystallographic directions. A beam stop protects the bidimensional detector from the direct and reflected beams.
cess of nucleation, growth, and finally coalescence of islands.

The emergence (at $\Theta \sim 0.2$ nm) of a rod of scattering at 54.7° with respect to the surface normal (i.e., along the $\{111\}$ directions) when the incident beam was along the $<110>$ directions, together with the absence of a rod when the beam was along the $<100>$ directions (Fig. 3A), shows the existence of $\{111\}$ facets on the Pd islands. The emergence of second- ($\Theta \sim 0.4$ nm) and third- ($\Theta \sim 1$ nm) order scattering peaks perpendicular to the surface indicated flat Pd(001) terraces. These features pointed to a truncated, octahedron-like, average particle shape with $\{100\}$ and $\{111\}$ facets. This is consistent with previous observations (2, 12) of the growth of Pd on MgO(001), as well as with transmission electron micrographs (Fig. 2C) of the final deposit (although this 2.8-nm-thick deposit displayed additional rectangular-like particles resulting from the coalescence of smaller islands). It is also consistent with quantitative analysis (3) performed with a dedicated program code, (13) based on the distorted-wave Born approximation (10), of the GISAXS patterns (Fig. 3A) obtained on the 1.5-nm-thick Pd grown at 650 K (before coalescence) to ensure that islands shared a common shape (2, 12). Four cuts were simultaneously used to fit the data (Fig. 3B). Many different average particle shapes were tried, such as truncated pyramids and faceted spheres. The best fit was obtained with a truncated octahedron (Fig. 3C), that yielded $d = 12.6 \pm 0.4$ nm with a log-normal distribution of 6 nm full width at half maximum (FWHM), $D = 21 \pm 0.2$ nm (14), $h_{\text{(001)}} = 5.8 \pm 0.1$ nm, and a total height of $h = 7.9 \pm 0.1$ nm with a distribution of $0.8 \pm 0.4$ nm FWHM (15). The average thickness recalculated from these parameters was exactly the calibrated thickness of 1.5 nm (16). The function $S(q)$ presented a broad peak and rapidly tended to 1 as $q_s$ increased, indicating a disordered arrangement of the particles. The 2D image (Fig. 3D) simulated with these parameters compares very well with the experimental image. The second and third maxima perpendicular to the surface are well reproduced, as well as the four orders of magnitude of intensity variation (17). The specular intensity (along the $q_s$ axis, for very small $q_s$) was not simulated, because it contains information on the average film thickness but not on the islands.

An important point is that the ratio $h_{\text{(001)}}/d$ was found to be constant (0.46) and equal to the calculated value $[0.5 \times \sin(\theta) \times \sigma_{\text{(001)}}^{(111)}]^{-1}$ according to the Wulff-Kaishew’s construction (18, 19), in which $\sigma_{\text{(001)}} = 1.64$ J/m$^2$ and $\sigma_{\text{(111)}} = \sqrt{3} \times \sigma_{\text{(001)}}$ (20) are the specific surface energies of the (001) and (111) facets and $\theta$ (54.7°) is the angle between them. The total aspect ratio $h/d = 0.62 \pm 0.02$ (Fig. 2B) was also found to be constant throughout the deposition time, up to $\Theta \sim 1.5$ nm. These two observations show that, up to $\Theta \sim 1.5$ nm, the particles are close to equilibrium shape. This allows the determination, by means of Wulff-Kaishew’s theorem, of the adhesion energy $\beta$, which could otherwise be derived only from ex situ measurements

$$\beta = 2\sigma_{\text{(100)}} \left[1 - h/d \times \frac{\sigma_{\text{(111)}}}{\sigma_{\text{(001)}}} \times \sin^{-1}(\theta) \right]$$

This yields $\beta = 1.12$ J/m$^2$, which compares...
well with the experimental values derived from both sessile drop measurements (0.947 J/m²) (21) and electron microscopy analysis (0.91 J/m²) (12).

The nucleation density (inversely proportional to $D^2$) can be derived from the mean inter-island distance $D$ (Fig. 2B). $D$ first decreased for $\Theta$ ranging from 0.0 to 0.4 nm (the nucleation stage), then stayed constant between 0.4 and 1.5 nm (the continuous growth stage), and finally increased (the coalescence stage) (22). During the growth stage, particles had a small polydispersity and a constant density, whose small value ($6 \times 10^{13}$ cm⁻²) demonstrates a random nucleation without pinning on point defects (12, 22). In the last two stages, we found a power-law growth of the mean diameter with time $t$ (which here was proportional to $\Theta$ because equilibrium was reached in a few seconds): $d \sim t^\eta$, where $\mu = 1 \pm 0.25$ in the continuous growth stage and $\mu = 0.75 \pm 0.06$ in the coalescence stage. The first exponent value indicates an incomplete condensation (23) of Pd on the substrate [as expected at 650 K, where the sticking coefficient for Pd on MgO(001) is small (2)] and growth through a direct adsorption on the particles (24). These exponent values are consistent with those determined by Beysens et al. (25, 26) for the growth of breath figures through (i) a condensation scaling with the size of the droplets and (ii) coalescence.

The sensitivity of in situ GIXSA to the ordering of the particles and to buried interfaces is illustrated by an archetype of self-organized growth, Co on Au(111) (11). When deposited on the 27 × $\sqrt{3}$ herringbone reconstruction of the Au(111) surface (27, 28), Co forms a rectangular network of two atomic-layer–high islands (9), nucleating and growing on top of the kinks that separate two variants of the reconstruction. The nanodot array has periods of ~7.7 nm along [112] and 17 nm along [110]. Figure 4, A and B, shows GISAXS patterns for a 0.02-nm-thick Co deposit, with the incident beam along [110] and [112]. Here, $3q_0$ is a set of diffraction rods perpendicular to the surface, with separations inversely proportional to the real-space periodicities. The very narrow diffraction rods shown in Fig. 4A demonstrate the high degree of order among [112] (the average domain size is ~300 nm). The much broader rods along [110] (Fig. 4B) reveal short-range order between rows, which was analyzed as a cumulative (or liquidlike) disorder (with a standard deviation of 2.1 nm for a period of 8.5 nm). This disorder is connected to the period fluctuation between the kinks of the herringbone superstructure of the reconstruction, which depends on a subtle energy balance. In addition, a quantitative analysis of the GISAXS patterns allows determination of the exact position of the Co dot located inside the super-unit cell, which evolves from close to the edges of the cell to close to the center as the dot size increases. A marked result is that fixed-position rods of scattering could be measured up to $\Theta = 1.8$ nm of Co deposited (Fig. 4, C and D), well after the film had fully coalesced, which occurred below $\Theta \sim 0.3$ nm. This effect could not be explained by the topography of the Co surface alone and thus implies the existence of a buried microstructure with the same periodicity as the nanodot lattice, even after coalescence and beyond.

High-brightness, low-background, and ultra-high-vacuum in situ studies allow 2D GISAXS measurements to be performed during growth of nanoparticles with a very high signal-to-noise ratio. Quantitative analysis yields statistical averages (over the whole sample area) of the shape, size, and size distributions of the growing nanoparticles. The Pd/MgO(001) case illustrates the capability of the method to determine the average morphological parameters of macroscopic collections of particles in a single measurement (typically over a few hours), covering all three stages of nucleation, growth, and coalescence, and to derive growth laws. The Co/Au(111) example shows that in situ GISAXS could be very helpful to determine the best conditions for self-organized growth, because the data are extremely sensitive to positional order and to probe–buried interfaces. The technique enables real-time measurements as a function of either deposition time or annealing temperature, because conditions in which the acquisition time is short with respect to the kinetics can be easily achieved even for submonolayer amounts.
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Atomic Resolution Imaging of a Carbon Nanotube from Diffraction Intensities
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Atomic imaging of three-dimensional structures has required a crystal in diffraction or a lens in electron imaging. Whereas diffraction achieves very high resolution by averaging over many cells, imaging gives localized structural information, such as the position of a single dopant atom. However, lens aberrations limit electron imaging resolution to about 1 angstrom. Resolution is reduced further by low contrast from weak scattering or from the limitations on electron dose for radiation-sensitive molecules. We show that both high resolution and high contrast can be achieved by imaging from diffraction with a nanometer-sized coherent electron beam. The phase problem is solved by oversampling and iterative phase retrieval. We apply this technique to image a double-wall carbon nanotube at 1-angstrom resolution, revealing the structure of two tubes of different helicities. Because the only requirement for imaging is a diffraction pattern sampled below the Nyquist frequency, our technique has the potential to image nonperiodic nanostructures, including biological macromolecules, at diffraction intensity–limited resolutions.

Structure determination for crystals is currently performed with the use of x-ray and neutron diffraction, which average over many identical cells by focusing beams into different crystallographic directions. Local internal structures are imaged with the use of transmission electron microscopes. Resolution at ~1 Å for crystalline samples is possible with recent developments in microscopy (1–3). However, many nanostructures have not been accessible to crystallography. For example, nonperiodic nanostructures lack well-defined atomic columns and cannot be imaged in projection at current microscope resolutions. The resolution for samples that are radiation-sensitive can be further reduced by low imaging contrast from the low electron dose. In cases of biological macromolecules, atomic resolution requires an averaging of over ~105 molecules of the same configuration in cryo-electron microscopy (4).

To realize atomic resolution unlimited by microscope lens aberrations and contrast transfer functions, we use nanoelectrode electron diffraction (NAED) for imaging. We recorded the intensities of electron diffraction waves (or diffraction patterns) from a single double-wall carbon nanotube (DWNT) (5) with the use of a nanometer-sized coherent electron beam. The diffraction intensities were measured in reciprocal space at a resolution finer than the frequency of one over the sample size (the Nyquist frequency). This approach is alternatively called oversampling (6). Recorded intensities give only the amplitude of the diffracted wave. Direct imaging of the object requires both the amplitude and the phase of the wave function. The missing phase information is known as the phase problem. However, recent studies have shown that, in dimensions more than one, the phase problem is uniquely solvable for localized objects (7–9). The missing phase can be retrieved ab initio from diffraction intensities through an iterative procedure (10–12). We applied this approach to experimental electron diffraction patterns. The results show that this technique is capable of finding unique solutions independent of the starting phases. The approach of diffractive imaging, or imaging from diffraction intensities, appears to solve many technical difficulties in conventional imaging, namely, resolution limitations from lens aberration, sample drift, instrument instability, and low contrast in electron images.

We imaged a DWNT because of the challenge of seeing carbon and the importance of structure to its properties. The structure of a perfect carbon nanotube is a rolled-up graphene strip whose geometry is completely specified by the circumferential period, or the chiral vector, e = na + mb (a and b are unit cell vectors of graphite, a·b = 60°, and n and m are integers) (13). Electron scattering by carbon is weak, and contrast in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images has thus far been too low to see the atomic structure. Because both helical structure and carbon are common among biological single particles, DWNTs are excellent samples for testing imaging resolution and sensitivity. Also, the mechanical and electric properties of a nanotube depend on its structure (14). However, to date, only the outermost shell of a carbon nanotube has been imaged by scanning tunneling microscopy with atomic resolution (15).

To record an electron diffraction pattern from a single DWNT, we used coherent electron nanodiffraction in a JEOL (Peabody, MA) electron microscope with a field emission gun. Low-resolution electron imaging was used to locate and select the tube. Figure 1 shows the recorded electron diffraction pattern and a schematic ray diagram. The demagnified condenser aperture, rather than a focused spot (16), is used to limit the beam size at the sample. For an aperture 10 μm in diameter, the electron beam diameter is ~50 nm. The small probe size allows us to select a section of the tube for electron diffraction. The field emission gun provides both coherence and a high beam intensity with the probe current intensity at ~105 electron (e) s⁻¹nm². The electron diffraction patterns were recorded on electron imaging plates (17).

Information about structure is contained in the diffraction pattern recorded at far field from the sample. For carbon nanotubes, electron scattering is weak and well described by the kinematic approximation

\[ I(k) \propto \int \phi(r)[1 + i\pi U(r)] \exp(2\pi i k \cdot r) \, dr \]

Here, \( U(r) \) equals \( 2\pi e/(\lambda F(r)) \), with \( F(r) \) as the Coulomb potential of the sample.

\[ (1) \]
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